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Abstract—Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is an
emerging technology decouples network functions from hard-
ware. Network service in NFV is deployed as a service chain,
also known as Service Function Chain (SFC). SFC consists of
an ordered set of Virtual Network Functions (VNFs). However,
VNFs bring new challenges in providing network services
with availability guarantee. In addition, in a customizable and
dynamic NFV-enabled network, the composition and mapping
of service chain are different from that of a traditional network.
In this paper, we define an availability model that takes
both hardware and VNF failures into consideration. Then we
propose a Joint Path-VNF backup model to combine path and
VNF backup in a joint way. And a priority-based algorithm
is designed for service chain composition and mapping. Sim-
ulation results show that our proposed solutions can reduce
resource consumption while guaranteeing availability.

Keywords-Network Function Virtualization; Service Function
Chain; Availability; Composition; Resource Allocation;

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of network services, there is a
key challenge about how to deploy network services in an
efficient way. The tightly coupled deployment of network
functions on physical resources results in operators being
bound by specific hardware. Network Function Virtualiza-
tion (NFV) [1] is an emerging technology decouples network
functions from hardware. By allowing various network func-
tions to be virtualized, NFV decreases the Capital Expendi-
ture (CAPEX) and Operating Expense (OPEX) significantly
[2]. Based on the requirements of applications, network
service is described as a service chain. The service chain,
also known as Service Function Chain (SFC), consists of an
ordered set of Virtual Network Functions (VNFs).

For SFC, it runs on physical nodes and contains several
VNFs. Therefore, both hardware and VNF failures can result
in the unavailability of SFC. For example, we assume that
a linear service chain consists of 4 VNFs, each with the
availability of 0.95. However, the availability of SFC is 0.954

= 0.81, which does not meet the availability requirements
of most network services. To mask failure, redundancy
is an effective technique [3]. In this paper, we use the
active/standby redundancy model [4], in which a standby
entity can be used if a VNF fails. And we can also provide

backup for the working path, which is to add a backup
path containing physical links and physical nodes. After
providing backup for path and VNF, we deployed SFC to the
physical network. There are requirements and dependencies
between VNFs in SFC, which complicate the composition
and mapping of SFC.

There are different kinds of backup models in the existing
works to guarantee the availability of SFC [5], [6], [7], [8].
Moreover, multiple algorithms are also designed to optimize
the composition and mapping of SFC [9], [10], [11], [12].
However, there are still some problems remaining to be
solved. Firstly, the failures of the physical node are ignored
in previous studies. We have to consider the failures of
both hardware and VNF [13]. Secondly, path and VNF
backup often appear separately. When the one achieves the
highest performance, the other will become a bottleneck
for performance improvement. Thirdly, for dynamic and
customizable SFCs, traditional composition and mapping
algorithms do not perform well.

Given these facts, we focus on the composition and map-
ping of SFC. We define an availability model and propose
a novel backup model to guarantee the availability of SFC.
Then, we design a priority-based algorithm to optimize the
composition and mapping of SFC. In summary, the main
contributions are as follows:
• We define an availability model to calculate the avail-

ability of SFC. It cannot be ignored that hardware
failures may affect the availability of several VNFs
in one SFC. Therefore, different from some existing
works, we take both hardware and VNF failures into
consideration. Although it makes our problem harder,
it is closer to reality.

• We propose a Joint Path-VNF (JPV) backup model
which jointly considers both path and VNF backup. In
this model, one backup component can simultaneously
provide backup for two components in SFC. By using
JPV model, we can guarantee the availability of SFC
with fewer resources such as VNFs, physical nodes and
physical links.

• We design a priority-based algorithm to optimize the
composition and mapping of SFC. In this algorithm,



VNF dependency is converted to VNF priority. There
might be several forwarding graphs generated according
to the priorities between VNFs. Then, the SFC is
mapped in the physical network based on an optimal
forwarding graph.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the related works. Section III describes the system
model. Section IV describes and formulates the problem.
Section V describes the proposed priority-based algorithm.
Section VI evaluates the performance of proposed solutions.
Finally, Section VII concludes this study.

II. RELATED WORKS

In this paper, we focus on the composition and mapping
of SFC considering availability guarantee and resource op-
timization. Therefore, we first discuss the existing works
on the availability model and backup model. Then we
describe the resource allocation in NFV, which involves the
composition and mapping of SFC.

The first thing we need in availability guarantee is the
availability model. In [7], [14], the authors define an optimal
availability-aware SFC mapping problem. They present an
algorithm that can minimize resource consumption while
guaranteeing the availability of SFC. And they define an
availability model that considers VNF failures. Herker et. al.
[15] mention physical node failures in data center networks,
but do not provide a clear availability model that considers
both physical node and VNF failures. Sun et. al. [16]
propose an algorithm to ensure reliability while taking both
node and link failures into consideration.

Most of the existing works guarantee availability by
proposing backup models and algorithms. Kang et. al. [17]
study the tradeoff between computational due and reliability
for VNF. In [18], the authors optimize traffic routing for
VNF placement problem. Kong et. al. [8] propose a pro-
tection mechanism that combines both VNF replicas and
backup path protection to guarantee the availability of SFC.
They combine path and VNF backup for the first time, but it
is just a simple combination of the two backup methods. In
[6], the authors propose a joint protection model that uses
one physical node to provide backup for two physical nodes.
This model is similar to our JPV model, which uses one
backup physical node. However, the joint protection model
mainly focuses on path backup. Besides, the joint protection
model requires more physical links.

For resource allocation in NFV, Herrera et. al. [19]
define the NFV resource allocation problem as three phases,
including VNF chain composition, VNF forwarding graph
embedding and VNF scheduling. The VNF chain compo-
sition and VNF forwarding graph embedding correspond to
the composition and mapping of SFC we are concerned with.
In [10], the VNF is placed in a scalable and coordinated way.
The authors summarize this problem and propose a mapping
method in a random physical network.

The SFC needs to be mapped in the physical network,
which is similar to the well-known VNE (Virtual Network
Embedding) problem [20]. In traditional VNE problem,
the input is a service chain that is static and predefined.
However, the input of SFC mapping is a forwarding graph,
which is defined according to the SFC request. Therefore,
the task of SFC composition is to effectively generate a
suitable forwarding graph that satisfies the requirements and
dependencies between VNFs.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we describe the system model. Firstly, we
introduce network model and SFC model. Then, we define
an availability model. Finally, we describe four backup
models including VNF, Path and PV (Path-VNF) and JPV.

A. Network Model

In this paper, we use PNr(Nr, Lr) to indicate the physical
network. δ and ε indicate the number of physical nodes and
physical links, respectively. Nr={nr1, nr2 . . . nrδ} indicates a
set of physical nodes. And Lr={lr1, lr2 . . . lrε} indicates the
physical links. We use nrδ={C

cpu
nrδ

, Cmemnrδ
, arδ} to indicate

CPU capacity, memory capacity and the availability of
physical node nrδ . One physical link connects two physical
nodes. Therefore, we use lrε={nrsrc, nrdest, Cbwlrε } to indicate
the source physical node, destination physical node and
bandwidth capacity of physical link lrε , respectively.

B. SFC Model

In this subsection, we use SFCR (SFC Request) to de-
scribe the attributes and requirements of SFC. SR indicates
the set of SFCRs. One SFCR is indicated by SRs(Vs, Ls, As).
As indicates the availability requirements of SFC including
four levels: 0.99, 0.999, 0.9999, 0.99999 (Section VI). ζ
and η indicate the number of VNFs and logical links. We
use Vs={vs1, vs2 . . . vsζ} to indicate the set of VNFs. Ls={ls1,
ls2 . . . lsη} indicates the logical links. Similarly, one logical
link connects two VNFs. lsη={vssrc, vsdest, bwlsη} indicates the
source VNF, destination VNF and bandwidth consumption
of logical link lsη , respectively.

For VNF, vsζ={cpuvsζ , memvsζ , asζ , psζ} indicates the at-
tributes and requirements of VNF vsζ . We use cpuvsζ and
memvsζ to indicate CPU and memory consumption. asζ is
the availability of VNF vsζ . And psζ indicates the priority of
this VNF, which is used to optimize the composition and
mapping of SFC.

C. Availability Model

In this paper, we define an availability model that is based
on elementary probability calculus. Besides, our proposed
availability model takes both hardware and VNF failures
into consideration.

First, we describe the availability of physical node and
VNF, then define the availability of SFC.



1) Availability of Physical Node and VNF: In this model,
the status of physical node and VNF can be divided into
uptime and downtime, which can be characterized in terms
of Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) and Mean Time To
Repair (MTTR) [21], respectively. Then the availability [22]
of physical node and VNF can be characterized as follows:

A =
Uptime

Uptime+Downtime
=

MTBF

MTBF +MTTR
(1)

Where A is the availability of physical node or VNF.
2) Availability of SFC: Considering the availability of

physical node, we treat physical node and VNF running in
it as a component. Thus, the availability of component is:

Ac = AniAvp (2)

Where Ac is the availability of this component, Ani is the
availability of Nodei, and Avp is the availability of VNFp
which running in Nodei.

The components in SFC are organized in linear or parallel
manner. We use Asfc to indicate the availability of the two
components. Aci and Acj indicate the availability of compo-
nent i and j, respectively. The availability is as follows:

• Linear: For linear manner, each component has to be
available at the same time. Thus, the availability of two
components is:

Asfc = AciAcj (3)

• Parallel: The parallel way can be seen as the parallel of
working path and backup path. At least one of the two
paths is available to guarantee the overall availability.
Therefore, the availability of two components is:

Asfc = 1− (1−Aci)(1−Acj )
= Aci +Acj −AciAcj

(4)

D. Backup Model

The backup model can guarantee the availability of SFC in
the event of hardware or VNF failure. However, the system
is unavailable when hardware and VNF failures occur at the
same time. In this section, we discuss four backup models.
Firstly, we describe the VNF, Path and PV backup model.
Then, we discuss our proposed JPV backup model.

We use Asfc to indicate the availability of SFC. Ani ,
Anj and Anb indicate the availability of Nodei, Nodej and
backup Nodeb, respectively. Avp , Avq are used to indicate
the availability of VNFp and VNFq . θb indicates the number
of redundant VNFs in Nodeb, and so is θi and θj .

For simplicity, we assume that the availability of VNFp
and VNFq is independent, and the availability of physical
node and VNF running in it is also independent.
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(c) PV Backup Model
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Figure 1. Backup Models: a) VNF; b) Path; c) PV; d) JPV.

1) VNF Backup Model: As Figure 1(a) shows, there are
two VNFp running in Nodei. The availability of SFC can be
guaranteed by ensuring that the physical node is available
and at least one of the VNFs running in it is available.
Therefore, the availability of SFC can be shown as:

Asfc =
∏

(Ani(1− (1−Avp)θi)) <
∏

Ani (5)

There are only one VNF cost and no link cost in one
component. And we can observe that the availability of SFC
is limited by the availability of physical node.

2) Path Backup Model: As Figure 1(b) shows, one VNFp
is in the backup path while another VNFp is in the working
path. The SFC is available when at least one of the paths is
available. Therefore, the availability of SFC is:

Ai = AniAvp , Ab = AnbAvp

Asfc =
∏

(Ai +Ab −AiAb) <
∏

Avp
(6)

In this model, each component adds a backup path. The
extra resources used are two links and one VNF. We can
conclude that the availability of VNF is a bottleneck. In
addition, we use a backup path to guarantee the availability
of SFC. However, sometimes two physical nodes are not
directly connected. Therefore, we need to use multiple
physical links, which increases resource consumption.

3) PV Backup Model: From Eqs. 5 and 6, we can
conclude that when one of Path and VNF backup achieve the
highest performance, the other will become the bottleneck.
Therefore, we describe PV (Path-VNF) backup model [8],
which combines Path and VNF backup. One VNFp is in the
backup path and another two VNFp are in the working path.
Thus, the availability of SFC is:

Ai = Ani(1− (1−Avp)θi)

Ab = Anb(1− (1−Avp)θb)

Asfc =
∏

(Ai +Ab −AiAb)
(7)

Where Ab indicates both the physical node and VNF
running in it are available, and so is Ai. In this model, we
set θb to 1 by default.



For resource consumption, each component in this model
adds two links and two VNFs, which is more than the other
two backup models.

4) JPV Backup Model: As Figure 1(d) shows, we propose
a novel JPV (Joint Path-VNF) backup model designed to
optimize resource consumption while guaranteeing availabil-
ity. In this model, we mainly consider three components,
working component i, j and backup component b. Therefore,
the availability of SFC is:

Ai = Ani(1− (1−Avp)θi)

Aj = Anj (1− (1−Avq )θj )
Ab = AnbAvpAvq

Asfc =
∏

(AiAj +Ab −AiAjAb)

(8)

Where Ab indicates Nodeb, VNFp and VNFq running in
the backup path are all available, and so is Ai and Aj .

In our proposed JPV backup model, one component can
provide backup for two components. Each component of the
JPV model adds one link and two VNFs on average, which
is better than PV backup model.

Then, we compare the availability in Eq. 7 and Eq. 8. For
simplicity, we assume Ab = x, Ai = Aj = y, respectively.
Therefore, the result of Eq. 7 minus Eq. 8 is:

∆ = (x+ y − xy)− (y2 + x− xy2)

= (1− x)(1− y)y
(9)

From Eq. 9, we can see that when x and y are the
minimum values, ∆ is the maximum value. Therefore, we
set the minimum availability of VNF and the physical node
so that x and y can be the minimum. The parameter values
can be found in Table I.

Table I
PARAMETER VALUES WHEN ∆ IS MAXIMUM.

Parameter Value
Avp = Avq 0.99

Anb = Ani = Anj 0.999

x = Ab 0.999 ∗ 0.99 ∗ 0.99

y = Ai = Aj 0.999∗ (1− (1−0.99)2)

∆ 2.29 ∗ 10−5

∆ is so small (at the level of 10−5) that can be ignored
under four 9s requirements. Therefore, we can think that PV
and JPV are close in terms of improving availability, and we
will elaborate in Section VI.

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. Problem Description

For the resource allocation in NFV, we mainly focus on
two phases: SFC composition and SFC mapping.

In composition phase, the input is SFCR and output is
forwarding graph. In this paper, we name the chain of
VNFs composing a network service as forwarding graph.
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Figure 2. SFC Composition in NFV Environment.

The forwarding graph is generated based on requirements
and dependencies in SFCR.

For mapping phase, the input is a forwarding graph and
output is the mapping result. VNFs are mapped in the
physical network based on the requirements.

1) SFC Composition: As Figure 2(a) shows, R indicates
the relative flow ratio of two VNFs (e.g. R = 60% between
VNF1 and VNF4). VNF1 is a load balancer that divides data
into two streams. 60% of incoming traffic is forwarded to
VNF4, and 40% to VNF5. The blue dotted line indicates
network flow. And the red dotted line indicates dependencies
between VNFs. For example, the line from VNF2 to VNF1,
indicating that VNF1 must be executed before VNF2.

As Figure 2(b) shows, there are two different forwarding
graphs generated according to the requirements and de-
pendencies in SFCR. There may be several possible VNF
orders since there are no clear dependencies between some
VNFs. For example, the orders of VNF2 and VNF5 in two
forwarding graphs are different.

We assume that the initial data rate of network flow
is 1 Gbps in forwarding graph 1. The data rates of two
streams separated from VNF1 are 600 Mbps and 400 Mbps,
respectively. We define the relative data rate of VNF in
a forwarding graph. For example, we assume that VNF1

performs video encoding function. And VNF1 requires the
processing capabilities of a 500 MHz CPU to encode 100
MBit/s. Therefore, the relative data rate of VNF1 is 500 *
100 = 50/Gbps and the total data rate is D = 50/Gbps *
1Gbps = 50.

By calculating the total data rate of each VNF, we can
conclude that the total data rates in different forwarding
graphs are different. As Figure 2(b) shows, the data rates
of VNF5 and VNF2 are different in the red dotted box.
Therefore, depending on the requirements and dependencies
in SFC, different VNF orders may result in different total
data rates.
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Figure 3. SFC Mapping in NFV Environment.

Considering the impacts of different forwarding graphs
on network service performance, we propose a priority-
based algorithm to optimize the composition and mapping
of SFC. We convert the VNF dependencies to priorities,
and we can get all of the forwarding graphs. Then, we can
get a forwarding graph with the optimal performance by
calculating the total data rate.

2) SFC Mapping: As Figure 3 shows, the SFC is mapped
in NFV environment. In mapping phase, VNFs in the
forwarding graph are mapped in the physical network. In
this paper, we first map the working VNFs. Then, we use the
backup model to provide backup for SFC and map redundant
VNFs in the physical network.

As Figure 3 shows, there are four working VNFs in the
forwarding graph, each with availability higher than 0.9. The
availability of SFC is 0.84843 when hardware failures are
ignored. However, the availability of SFC is 0.84504 when
we assume the availability of physical node is 0.999. Thus,
the availability of physical node should be considered.

Even if the availability of each VNF is high, the availabil-
ity of SFC may become low. Therefore, it is necessary to
provide backup for SFC to guarantee availability. We provide
backup for VNF1 and VNF3, as the red dotted line indicates
in Figure 3. After providing backup, the availability of SFC
is 0.93131. Compared with 0.84504 before backup, it is a
big improvement. It is clear that a suitable backup model
can guarantee the availability of SFC efficiently.

B. Problem Formulation

In this subsection, we formulate the service chain compo-
sition and mapping problem considering availability guaran-
tee and resource optimization. A summary of used notations
is found in Table II.

Firstly, we need to meet the availability requirements of
SFCR. As we mentioned in Section III, SFC is divided
into several components in backup model. Therefore, the

Table II
BASIC NOTATIONS USED THROUGHOUT THIS PAPER.

Symbol Definition

Network

Nr the set of physical nodes. r is physical network.
Cr the set of components in r.
nr
i , n

r
j two physical nodes in r.

lrij = (nr
i , n

r
j ) the physical links between nr

i and nr
j .

SFC

SR the set of SFCRs, s ∈ SR is an SFCR.
V s the set of VNFs in s.
vsp, v

s
q two VNFs in s.

lspq = (vsp, v
s
q) the logical links between vsp and vsq .

As the availability requirements of s.
As

ci
the availability of component ci in s.

Resource

cpuvsp the CPU consumption of vsp.

memvsp
the memory consumption of vsp.

bwlspq
the bandwidth consumption between vsp and vsq .

Ccpu
nri

the CPU capacity of nr
i .

Cmem
nri

the memory capacity of nr
i .

Cbw
lrij

the bandwidth capacity between nr
i and nr

j .

Variables

αvsp⊂nri
whether vsp is mapped in nr

i .

βlspq⊂lrij
whether logic link lspq is mapped in physical link lrij .

availability constraints are:
|Cr|∏
i=1

Asci ≥ A
s (10)

Then we describe the resource consumption. First, we use
αvsp⊂nri to describe whether VNF vsp is mapped in physical
node nri :

αvsp⊂nri =

{
1 if vsp is mapped innri

0 otherwise
(11)

We take CPU, memory and bandwidth constraints into
consideration. In detail, the CPU consumption of all VNFs
placed in the same physical node cannot exceed the CPU
capacity of this physical node. Therefore, we formulate the
CPU constraints as:

|SR|∑
s=1

|V s|∑
p=1

cpuvsp · αvsp⊂nri ≤ C
cpu
nri

(12)

Similarly, the memory consumption of all VNFs placed in
the same physical node cannot exceed the memory capacity
of this physical node. So the memory constraints are:

|SR|∑
s=1

|V s|∑
p=1

memvsp
· αvsp⊂nri ≤ C

mem
nri

(13)



Then we use βlspq⊂lrij to describe whether logical link lspq
is mapped in physical link lrij :

βlspq⊂lrij =

{
1 if lspq is mapped in lrij

0 otherwise
(14)

The consumption of the physical link is mainly band-
width, so the bandwidth consumption of the logical links
placed on the same physical link cannot exceed the capacity
of this physical link. Thus, the bandwidth constraints are:

|SR|∑
s=1

|V s|∑
p=1

bwlspq · βlspq⊂lrij ≤ C
bw
lrij

(15)

In this paper, our proposed solutions are designed to re-
duce resource consumption while guaranteeing availability.
In detail, reducing the number of used physical nodes and
physical links:

min
|SR|∑
s=1

|V s|∑
p=1

(αvsp⊂nri + βlspq⊂lrij )

s.t. Eqs. 10 to 15

(16)

Therefore, we propose the JPV model to reduce resource
consumption while guaranteeing availability and design the
priority-based algorithm to reduce resource consumption.

V. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

In this section, we describe the priority-based algorithm
consisting of composition phase and mapping phase. Then,
we analyze the time complexity of this algorithm.

A. Composition Phase

Algorithm 1: Composition Phase
Input: The SFCR s: SRs = (Vs, Ls, As);
Output: The optimal forwarding graph: FGopt;

1 Initialize: The forwarding graph group: FGgrp = ∅;
2 foreach VNFi in SRs do
3 Convert dependency of VNFi to priority psi ;
4 Add VNFi with all possible orders into FGgrp;
5 end
6 foreach FGi in FGgrp do
7 if Total data rate of FGi is less than FGopt then
8 Update FGopt;
9 end

10 end
11 return FGopt;

In Algorithm 1, the input is SRs and output is the optimal
forwarding graph FGopt. We initialize FGgrp to store all of
the forwarding graphs generated.

At line 3 in Algorithm 1, we convert each VNF depen-
dency to VNF priority. For example, the VNF priority in
Figure 2(a) is shown in Table III:

Table III
VNF PRIORITY.

VNF Priority
VNF1 High
VNF2 Mid
VNF3 Low
VNF4, VNF5 Mid or Low

Then we add all possible orders of each VNF into FGgrp
(line 4 in Algorithm 1). At line 6 in Algorithm 1, we traverse
all of the forwarding graphs in FGgrp to get an optimal
forwarding graph FGopt as the input of mapping phase.

B. Mapping Phase

In Algorithm 2, the input is an optimal forwarding graph
FGopt and output is MSres, which is used to store the
mapping result.

Algorithm 2: Mapping Phase
Input: The optimal forwarding graph: FGopt;
Output: The mapping result: MSres;

1 Initialize: The initial mapping result: MSres = ∅;
2 foreach VNFi in FGopt do
3 foreach Nodei in Gpm do
4 if Nodei can hold VNFi then
5 Add mapping result into MSres;
6 break;
7 end
8 end
9 end

10 Calculate Asfc using Eqs. 2 and 10;
11 if Asfc ≥ As then
12 return MSres;
13 end
14 foreach VNFi and VNFj in FGopt do
15 foreach Nodeb in PNr do
16 if Nodeb can hold VNFi and VNFj then
17 Add mapping result into MSres;
18 break;
19 end
20 end
21 Update Asfc using Eq. 8;
22 if Asfc ≥ As then
23 return MSres;
24 end
25 end
26 if Asfc < As then
27 Return Asfc and ask whether As can be reduced;
28 end

In Algorithm 2, each VNF in the forwarding graph needs
to be mapped in physical nodes (line 2 in Algorithm 2). If
one VNF can be successfully mapped, we add the mapping



result into MSres (line 4-5 in Algorithm 2). After that, the
traversal will be exited (line 6 in Algorithm 2) and the
mapping process of the next VNF will start.

After mapping the working VNFs, we calculate the
availability of SFC by using Eqs. 2 and 10 (line 10 in
Algorithm 2). If the availability of SFC is not less than
the availability requirements, the mapping phase ends (line
11-13 in Algorithm 2). However, the availability of SFC
often does not meet the requirements. Therefore, the backup
process is required (line 14-25 in Algorithm 2).

During the backup process, we use the JPV backup model.
At line 14 in Algorithm 2, we provide backup for two VNFs
each time. We provide backup for two VNFs with the lowest
availability since it can significantly improve the availability
of SFC [6]. If two VNFs can be successfully mapped, we
add the mapping result into MSres (line 16-17 in Algorithm
2). Then we update the availability of SFC by using Eq.
8 (line 21 in Algorithm 2). Similarly, if the availability of
SFC is not less than the availability requirements, SFC meets
the requirements and mapping phase ends (line 22-24 in
Algorithm 2). Otherwise, we repeat the above operations
until the availability of SFC meets the requirements.

However, the availability of SFC may still not meet avail-
ability requirements even though all backup are provided
(line 26-28 in Algorithm 2). At line 27 in Algorithm 2, the
algorithm returns the availability of SFC and asks whether
the availability requirements can be reduced.

C. Complex Analysis
As we mentioned in Section III, δ, ζ and η indicate

the number of physical nodes, VNFs and logical links,
respectively.

For composition phase, foreach (line 2 in Algorithm 1)
runs ζ times. At line 6 in Algorithm 1, the number of FGgrp
is too small to be ignored. However, the calculation of total
data rate runs ζ times (line 7 in Algorithm 1). Thus, the time
complexity of composition phase is:

ζ + ζ = 2ζ (17)

In mapping phase, we use BFS (Breadth First Search) to
traverse FGopt. Therefore, foreach (line 2 in Algorithm 2)
runs (ζ + η) times. At line 3 in Algorithm 2, foreach runs
δ times. At line 10 in Algorithm 2, the Eqs. 2 and 10 run ζ
times. In backup process, foreach (line 14 in Algorithm 2)
runs ζ/2 times. At line 15 in Algorithm 2, foreach runs δ
times. And the Eq. 8 runs ζ/2 times (line 21 in Algorithm
2). Thus, the time complexity of mapping phase is:

(ζ + η) · δ + ζ +
ζ

2
· (δ +

ζ

2
) = ηδ + ζ +

3

2
ζδ +

ζ2

4
(18)

From Eqs. 17 and 18, the time complexity of composition
and mapping is at the level of O(ζ) and O(ηδ + ζδ + ζ2),
respectively. Therefore, we can conclude that the time
complexity of priority-based algorithm is at the level of
O(ηδ + ζδ + ζ2).

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Simulation Setup

In this simulation, we implement our proposed JPV
backup model and priority-based algorithm. We mainly
focus on the following metrics: total data rate, acceptance
ratio, max availability and resource consumption. In order to
make it easier to observe the performance of our proposed
JPV backup model, we compare it with VNF, Path and PV
[8] backup model, as described in Section III.

We evaluate the performance using a laptop of windows
10 with 2.2 GHz Intel Core i5 processor and 8 GB memory.
We implement the backup models and mapping algorithms
in Java based on Alevin [19], a wider simulation environ-
ment for VNF resource allocation. All of the statistics in
this simulation are average results and almost unaffected by
the accidental events. Here are the parameters:

1) SFC Request: In the simulation, each SFCR consists
of two to six VNFs. Each VNF can provide one network
function, and it requires three types of physical resources.
There are eight types of VNFs with availability between
[0.99, 0.9999]. The logic link has a bandwidth demand
between [10, 30]. And the computing and memory require-
ments of VNF are between [10, 20] and [5, 10], respectively.
By referring to Google Apps [23] and other literatures [8],
[14], we divide the availability requirements of SFC into
four levels among {0.99, 0.999, 0.9999, 0.99999}.

2) Physical Network: In this paper, we use Barabasi-
Albert generator [10] to generate random physical network
topologies [24]. The physical network contains three types
of resources including bandwidth, computing and memory,
with the capacity between [50, 100]. There are 200 physical
nodes in the default network topology. The availability of
physical node is distributed within [0.999, 0.99999].

B. Total Data Rate

In this subsection, we evaluate the total data rate of the
priority-based algorithm (PBA) and random-based algorithm
(RBA). The difference between PBA and RBA is whether
the composition phase is used. As Figure 4(a) shows, the
more VNFs in SFCR, higher total data rate. The total data
rate of PBA is smaller than RBA under the same availability
level. Therefore, we conclude that the composition phase in
PBA can reduce the total data rate effectively.

C. Acceptance Ratio

We evaluate the acceptance ratio of four backup models,
as shown in Figure 4(b). When the availability level is two
9s, all of the backup models are close to 1. When three 9s,
the three backup models are close to 1 while VNF backup
model is 0. It means that VNF backup model does not meet
three 9s. Similarly, Path backup model does not satisfy four
9s. For five 9s, the acceptance ratios of JPV are 0.03, while
PV is 0.04. In this case, we can think that PV and JPV
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Figure 4. Evaluation: a) Total Data Rate; b)Acceptance Ratio; c) Max Availability; d) VNF Cost e) Physical Node Cost; f) Physical Link Cost.

cannot meet five 9s. In summary, PV and JPV perform the
same in terms of acceptance ratio.

D. Max Availability

As Figure 4(c) shows, we are mainly concerned with
the average results. The maximum availability of VNF
backup model is 0.9967, which satisfies two 9s. For ease
of observation, data of VNF backup model does not appear
in Figure 4(c). The Path backup model is 0.99976, which
satisfies three 9s. The availability of PV is 0.999973 while
JPV is 0.999967. We conclude that PV and JPV backup
models can meet four 9s. It shows that the impact of
∆ (mentioned in Section III) between PV and JPV on
availability improvement can be ignored.

E. VNF Cost

As Figure 4(d) shows, partial data of VNF and Path
backup model are 0. It means that the two backup models
cannot meet the availability requirements in these cases.
Therefore, we mainly discuss the VNF costs of PV and
JPV backup model. We can observe that as the availability
level increases, the VNF costs of two backup models also
increase. It means that the backup model needs more redun-
dant VNFs to achieve higher availability. As we discussed
in Section III, the average VNF costs of PV and JPV model
are the same. Similarly, the VNF costs of JPV model under
different availability levels are basically the same as PV
backup model, as shown in Figure 4(d).

F. Physical Node Cost

As Figure 4(e) shows, the physical node costs of backup
models increase as the availability level increases, although
it is not obvious. It shows that all backup models require
more physical nodes to achieve higher availability. We can
also observe that the physical node costs of Path and PV
are close, and they are obviously higher than JPV under the
same availability level. This means that JPV backup model
can achieve the same availability as the other backup models
with less physical nodes.

G. Physical Link Cost

In this subsection, we compare the link costs of other three
backup models since VNF backup model has no link cost,
as shown in Figure 4(f). We can observe that the link costs
of backup models increase as the availability level increases.
It means that the backup model needs more links to improve
availability. As Figure 4(f) shows, we can conclude that the
link costs of Path and PV backup model are basically the
same. Compared with Path and PV backup model, the link
cost of JPV backup model is reduced by nearly 50%.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we focus on the composition and mapping
of SFC considering availability guarantee and resource op-
timization. We define an availability model that takes both
physical node and VNF failures into consideration. And we
propose a JPV backup model and priority-based algorithm



to guarantee availability and optimize resource consumption.
The simulation results show that JPV backup model and
priority-based algorithm can reduce resource consumption
while guaranteeing availability.

We also recognize the limitations of our research. Large-
scale service chain composition problems often use heuris-
tic algorithms but increase the time to get a sub-optimal
solution. Therefore, the service chain composition problem
in NFV-enabled networks requires an efficient solution. In
future work, we mainly focus on the optimization of service
chain composition.
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